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loudon wainwright iii (marshall crenshaw) is a former u.s. army intelligence officer who is hired by the u. government
to track down and assassinate the vigilante. wainwright is conflicted about killing a man he believes is a hero,
especially one who has been a fugitive for years. when the government refuses to help wainwright, he infiltrates the
punisher's gang and goes on a murderous rampage. he is eventually captured and tried for murder and put in prison.
after wainwright is released, he begins a romantic relationship with the woman who prosecuted him.yes, i've read "the
unforgiven." like "the punisher," it's a good movie. it's not great, but it's not bad. still, i'm not keen on seeing it again.
the punisher is a vigilante, a hitman, who returns to a life of crime after a 12 year absence. this take on the character
is similar to the comic, but with some additions. the primary difference between the comic and the film is the absence
of castle's kids. castle is haunted by the loss of his family and wants to make them safe. he also comes to terms with
his vigilante status, accepting that he is a criminal. he goes on a killing spree, stopping only when he finds out that his
family was killed by a mobster. he then goes underground and is taken in by a mobster named bozz (john saxon), the
father of a girl he was sweet on. bozz gives castle a new identity. bozz then gets a call that he is going to be killed,
and castle, who is also a hitman, takes the job."the punisher" follows "a former soldier who has lost his family during a
cross-country crime spree. he then decides to become a vigilante, that is, a hitman, who has a gun and a code, "i
would die before i killed again." the special effects are ok but the movie is not, with plenty of cheesy humor and a
weak hero. the acting is a little better than it was in the comic books. the character himself is a bit dumb, but the
movie gets a better character (in my opinion) than the comic, which is hard to believe, considering the comic books
were written by a fan.the film's title, "the punisher," is only slightly more appropriate than the movie's plot.
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